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Abstract 

Land use changes related to urbanization replaces pervious land surfaces with impervious surfaces which 

have less capacity to infiltrate and store water into the ground. Impervious surfaces reduce infiltration and 

increase surface runoff from the catchment, causing flooding to occur. Recently, GIS-based distributed 

hydrological models have been commonly used to perform a detailed analysis and modelling of flooding 

in urban areas. However, the implementation of these models require high level proficiency in GIS and 

hydrology. Moreover, this approach is generally beyond municipalities budget in cost and time. In this 

study a GIS-based model that can perform urban flood modelling is developed. In the DEM pre-processing 

step, integration of spatial data is done using Arc Hydro tools. Calculation of flow accumulation from the 

catchment is performed using two flow routing algorithms (1) the deterministic eight-node algorithm (D8) 

and (2) the Triangular Form Based Multiple Flow algorithm (TFM).  D8 algorithm assumes that flow at a 

point follows only the steepest downhill slope to one of the eight possible directions. TFM algorithm on 

the other hand estimates flow distribution values proportionally to the slope gradient in each direction. 

The effect of street inlet’s flow interception capacity is introduced into the analysis through preparing a 

weight raster and running flow accumulation with weight. In D8 method, this is done by first delineating 

sub-watershed areas that contribute flow to each street inlets, then assign weight value to all cells that 

belong to a sub-catchment. In TFM method on the other hand, volume of flow which is equal to the flow 

interception capacity of street inlets is directly reduced from the flow accumulation at sink cells 

representing the inlets. The results of this study show that flow accumulation before the inclusion of street 

inlets interception effect in the analysis is 57,271 m3 and 45,028 m3 using D8 and TFM methods 

respectively. After street inlets interception effect is included in the analysis however, the results show 

that weighted flow accumulation is reduced to 33,316 m3 and 10,893 m3 using D8 and TFM methods 

respectively. In addition, 202 flooding incidents at sink cells are identified using D8 method, this number 

drops to 80 sink cell using TFM method.  
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1. Introduction 

Floods are common natural hazards all over the world. Floods cause extensive damage to properties 

and loss of life in flood prone areas as well. According to (Dilley, et al., 2005) flood prone areas 

cover a third of the world’s land area and 82% of the population. Floods can also cause serious 

difficulties to the stable fabric of a community (Ghosh, 2014) through damaging land developed 

for housing or agriculture, as well as roads and infrastructure. In addition, flood waters can cause 

large scale erosion of land by creating high runoff from catchment areas, as well as damage to 

drainage channels, bridge abutment, sewer outfall and other structures (Ghosh, 2014).  

  

Some trends such as urbanization and industrial activities can increase the risk of flooding in areas 

that are flood plains of hydrological watersheds. Therefore, according to (Aksoy, et al., 2016) it is 

important to define clearly the flood prone areas in advance, in order to put in place adequate 

preventive measures that will minimize any damage the flood may cause. Digital terrain models 

(DEMs) can be used to determine watershed boundaries, drainage patterns and simplified flow 

calculations in rural areas (Beven & Moore, 1993). However, in urban areas, similar analysis is 

complicated by the fact that there are 2 different terrains to be considered (1) the original terrain 

shape and its natural drainage pattern as well as (2) the constructed terrain of streets and buildings 

which cause changes in the direction of drainage path (Beven & Moore, 1993). Alternatively, 

accurate estimation of overland flow distribution in urban environment can be achieved by 

integrating spatial data such as street inlets and building with DEM using Arc Hydro tools. Arc 

Hydro tools is a data model and toolset which can be used for integrating geospatial and temporal 

water resource information and processing it within ESRI’s ArcGIS geographic information system 

(Maidment, 2004). Arc Hydro tools was introduced in 2012 with the goal of standardizing efficient 

way to analyze hydrologic data (Djokic, 2008). Recently, GIS-based hydrological models such as 

PCSWMM, HEC-RAS etc. has been used to perform a detailed analysis and modelling. An 

approach which involves detailed analysis and modelling using such hydrological models is 

generally beyond the local government’s budget, experience and scope of work. As a compromise, 

through integration of spatial data like street inlets and buildings with Digital Elevation Model 

(DEM) using Arc Hydro tools, a correct direction of drainage path in urban area can be derived. 
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This study will focus on using GIS and Arc Hydro tools to determine the overland flow path in an 

urban catchment in Lomma municipality, Sweden. 

 

1.1 Objectives of the study 

 

In this study stream network and catchment will be modelled based on high resolution DEM in 

ArcGIS. Flow Direction assignment for the study area will be performed using two flow direction 

algorithms. In Deterministic eight-nodes algorithm (D8), developed by (Jenson & Domingue, 

1988) flow of water from a cell in a 3 X 3 moving window is directed to only one steepest descend 

of each of the eight nearest neighbouring cells. The Triangular Form Based Multiple Flow 

algorithm (TFM) on the other hand, allows overland flow to be distributed to all lower cells 

surrounding a centre cell (Pilesjo & Hasan, 2014). A 10 year return rainfall event of 1-hour duration 

will be estimated for the modelling. A 10 year return rainfall is an event of such size that, the 

average time between events of equal or greater magnitude is 10 years. A 10-year event has a 

probability of 0.1 or 10% of being equalled or exceeded in any one year (Bedient et.al, 1948).  

 

The primary objectives of this study are the following: 

1. To investigate if the existing drainage system of the study area has satisfactory conveyance 

capability for runoff volume during a 10 year return rainfall events?  

2. To develop simplified GIS-based models using D8 and TFM flow direction algorithms and 

simulate spatial extent of inundation when the capacity of the drainage systems conveyance is 

superseded.  

3. To evaluate the extent of inundation generated by the developed simplified GIS-based models. 

 

The key research question that this study attempts to address is.  

• Are simplified GIS- models capable to produce reasonable outcome, using a high resolution 

DEM and additional information on urban flows as input data? 
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1.2 The study area 

 

The study area Lomma town is found in Lomma municipality, Skåne county, Sweden. It is located 

at the coast East of Lund and North of Malmö. Figure 1 below shows the geographical location of 

Skåne region and the study area in Sweden. The study area covers an area of approximately 6.31 

km2 and the terrain is almost flat. According to the size of the population as of December 31, 2005 

there are 8820 inhabitants in Lomma town (Ana & Möllers, 2006). The choice of the study area is 

based on two main reasons: 

• In the old industrial area along the river, new apartments and villas are erected, it is 

therefore interesting to check if the existing drainage system is sufficient for this urban 

expansion. 

• Availability of sufficient data required for the development of the model from Lomma 

municipality.  
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Figure 1 Skåne County with Lomma municipality (upper right) and the study area (bottom). (Source: 

Länsstyrelsen Skåne). 
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2. Theoretical background 

2.1 GIS and hydrological modelling 

A Geographical Information System (GIS) is defined by (Aronoff, 1989), as a computer based tool 

that displays, stores, analyses, retrieves, and generates spatial data. GIS software function tools 

such as spatial analyst tools, data management tools etc. enable the management and analysis of 

spatial data and attribute data. Using these GIS function tools spatially varying hydrological 

attributes can be calculated from high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM).  

 

According to Sorooshian et al. (2008), models are defined as a simplified characterizations of the 

real world system. A model is characterised by various parameters and the model that use few 

parameters and least complexity to produce close results to reality is the best choice for application 

to the purpose in which the model is made.  

 

The development of Rainfall-Runoff (R-R) models has helped researchers to better understand the 

various hydrological processes and also to simulate and predict system behaviour. Depending on 

the model input parameters and physical principles applied, Rainfall-Runoff model can be 

categorized into (1) Lumped models which consider the entire catchment as a single unit without 

taking into account the spatial variability and (2) Distributed models which take into account spatial 

variability by dividing the whole catchment into smaller units, usually square cells or triangulate 

irregular networks. R-R models that exclude time factor and produce output for specific time are 

static models, while dynamic models include time factor and produce a continuous output 

(Sorooshian et al., 2008).  

 

Distributed hydrological models require spatially varying hydrological attributes as input when 

performing hydrological modelling. These attributes can be derived by GIS. This has led to the 

integration of GIS and hydrological models to develop the widely used GIS-based distributed 

hydrological models since the 1990s. Most GIS-based distributed hydrological models use high 

resolution digital elevation model (DEMs) as an input in order to accurately perform hydrological 

modelling. In a complex landscape such as urban environment, additional information regarding 

the existing drainage system is required.  
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2.2 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 

 

According to Aronoff (1989), a DEM is defined as a set of elevation measurements for locations 

distributed over the land surface that carries different names. A DEM is a 3-dimensional digital 

representation of terrain elevation data commonly used for extracting information that is essential 

for simulating movement of water over a terrain such as flow direction and flow accumulation. 

These attributes are derived based on the slope and aspect of the elevation data (Jenson & 

Domingue, 1988). DEMs are commonly available in raster format where elevation data is stored 

in an array of regularly spaced cells (O'Callaghan & Mark, 1984). Each cell contains a numeric 

value that represents its elevation. Continuous spatial change of elevation in natural terrains can be 

expressed more accurately with number of decimal places in raster DEM. This is because the 

structure of a DEM is defined to store floating point values. Cells in raster DEM have fixed location 

with a known and definable boundary (i.e. they are discrete) and their elevation value is measured 

from a fixed registration point which is the mean sea level therefore, they are continuous as well. 

This simple data structure of raster data makes it easy to manipulate the elevation variable as 

required (ESRI, 2011). However, the accuracy DEM is also affected by other factors such as 

density and distribution of the source data, the interpolation algorithm used to develop the DEM 

and the DEM resolution. The disadvantage of using raster DEM is that when large amount of raster 

data is used then the rate of processing of attribute data is slow (Li et al., 2005). 

2.3 Arc Hydro Software 

 

Arc Hydro is a data model and toolset which can be used for integrating geospatial and temporal 

water resource information and processing it within ESRI’s ArcGIS geographic information system 

(Maidment, 2004). Arc Hydro was introduced in 2002 with a goal of standardizing an efficient way 

to analyze hydrologic data. The two main components in Arc Hydro are Arc Hydro Data Model 

and Arc Hydro tools (Li, 2014). These components of Arc Hydro are used to determine and analyse 

watershed characteristics such as stream network, flow length, catchments and channel networks 

from DEMs (Li, 2014). For input into Arc Hydro, terrain must be represented as DEM in raster 

form, i.e. the DEM and its derivatives should be in ESRI GRID format. In case of more complex 

processes, for example analysing flooding in urban environment in which existing drainage 

structures are required superimposed into a DEM, additional vector data representing these 
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structures is needed. All vector layers should be stored in the ESRI (geodatabase) feature class 

format (Djokic, 2008). In such cases, Arc Hydro enables integrating the raster DEM and vector 

data using the Arc Hydro tools within the terrain pre-processing menu, into a single operational 

data system (ESRI, 2004). 

2.4 DEM pre-processing in Arc Hydro tools 

 

Terrain pre-processing is important data preparation step in any water resource analysis. The 

purpose of pre-processing a DEM is (1) to develop a hydrologically correct DEM (HydroDEM) 

and  (2) to develop a drainage pattern that represents correct flow routing in the area under 

investigation from the HydroDEM (Djokic, 2008). HydroDEM is developed by filling the sinks 

present in the raw DEM. Once HydroDEM is developed then hydrologically relevant terrain 

attributes such as flow direction and flow accumulated can be extracted. In HydroDEM water 

flowing over the surface will continues to flow downstream therefore it can be used for simulating 

flow of water over a terrain. 

2.4.1 Fill sinks 

Most DEMs contain many depressions or sinks. Depressions in DEMs are cells having elevation 

value lower than elevation of all neighbouring cells. Depressions can be single cell (pits) or more 

than one depression cells that are adjacent to each other. Most of the depressions in DEMs are 

spurious which arise from errors in the source data or its handling for example the interpolation 

techniques used to generate the DEM. But some depressions can be real terrain features such as 

quarries (Martz & Garbrecht, 1993). The presence of spurious sinks in DEM can complicate flow 

routing by disconnecting the drainage network. Therefore, accurate simulation of hydrologic flow 

is impossible before sinks are treated properly with sink removing algorithms. Sinks are filled in 

order to enforce water in the sinks to flow towards downstream direction in the DEM spatial 

domain (Pan et al, 2012; Jenson and Dominique, 1988).   

 

According to Pan et al. (2012), methods for filling sinks are classified into two. The first type 

increase elevation of sink cell until it reaches elevation of the lowest boundary cell which has 

outflow direction. Fill function tool found in ArcGIS which is developed by (Jenson & Domingue, 

1988), is an example of this type (Pan, et al., 2012). The second type re-compute and replace the 
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elevation of each sink cell in the DEM in order to create a DEM with all grid cells in it having a 

positive downward slope. Examples of this type are the algorithms developed by (Hutchinson, 

1989), and (Soille, 2004). Illustration of sink cell before and after it is treated with Fill tool in 

ArcGIS is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2 Illustration of sink cell before and after running Fill tool. 

 

2.4.2 Build Walls  

Due to the presence of buildings in urban area, there is big elevation difference in a relatively small 

area. Interpolation of elevation data that is required to produce DEM cannot be carried out 

successfully unless such big elevation differences are filtered out (Klok, 2012). Due to this filtering 

process, DEMs do not contain elevation of building. Therefore, DEM has to be modified when 

used for hydrological modelling in urban catchment. One way of doing this is to create walls on 

the DEM using Build Walls tool in Arc Hydro tools/DEM manipulation menu. The tool uses 

building polygons as input and creates walls at the boundary of selected polygons (ESRI, 2011). 

Once walls are created, the area bound by the walls has to be filled so that they will not be 

considered as sinks. 

2.5 Flow direction algorithms 

 

According to Zhou et.al, (2011), flow direction indicates how overland flow is distributed over a 

catchment and is key parameter when performing hydrological modelling. Flow direction 

assignment over catchment can be done from DEM, but in this case parameters such as infiltration 

and friction are not considered (Beven & Moore, 1993). Based on how flow is distributed from one 

cell to another cell in a 3 x 3 moving window, there are two types of flow direction algorithms (1) 

Single flow direction (SFD) algorithm, (2) Multiple flow algorithm (MFD).  
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In single flow direction algorithm, flow of water is restricted to only one down-hill direction at a 

time, even though in reality the flow may be proportionally distributed into two or more adjacent 

down-stream cells. Multiple flow algorithm on the other hand flow of water on a grid DEM can be 

distributed into more than one flow direction (Zhou, et al., 2011). Single flow direction algorithm 

D8 (deterministic 8 node algorithm) and multiple flow direction algorithm TFM (Triangular Form 

based Multiple Flow algorithm) are discussed in the following sections. Figure 3 below illustrates 

how single flow direction and multiple flow direction algorithms disperse flow of water over a 

terrain represented as DEM. 

   

 

Figure 3 single flow direction algorithm SFD (left) where flow of water from a cell is directed to only one 

steepest downstream cell. Multiple flow direction algorithm MFD (right) in which direction of flow from 

a cell can be directed to more than one downstream cells.  

 

2.5.1 Deterministic eight-node (D8) algorithm 

D8 (deterministic eight-node) algorithm was introduced by (O'Callaghan & Mark, 1984) and then 

improved by (Jenson & Domingue, 1988). It has been most widely used algorithm for drainage 

network extraction and catchment delineation. D8 algorithm directs flow from a cell to the direction 

of steepest descent of each of the eight nearest neighbouring cells.  In D8 algorithm, slope between 

a focus cell and one of its neighbours is calculated by dividing elevation difference to the distance 

between them expressed in percentage. To calculate distance, the algorithm treats the cells as points 

located at the centre of each cell. Therefore, the four diagonal neighbours are 1.414214 times as 
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far from the other 4-connected orthogonal neighbours (Jenson and Domingue, 1988; O’Callaghan 

and Mark, 1984).  Flow direction in D8 method is calculated using Formula (1) below:  

 

                                                Drop = (∆Z / d) * 100                                                    (1) 

                                           Where      ∆Z = elevation difference  

                                                              d = distance 

Flow direction for cells at the edges of a raster is assigned automatically based on the slope with 

maximum gradient. Once the direction of steepest descent grid is calculated, ArcGIS assigns codes 

as shown in Figure 4 below.  

           

Figure 4 Coding the direction of flow to the eight adjacent cells in Deterministic eight-node (D8) 

algorithm. 

 

The advantages of D8 algorithm are its simplicity, consistent flow patterns, and spatial 

representation of sub catchments (Tarboton & Ames, 2001). However, it may not be realistic to 

assume that water will flow only towards one of the eight directions, because in reality flow may 

be proportionally distributed to two or more adjacent down-stream cells (Pourali, et al., 2014). 

 

2.5.2 Triangular Form Based Multiple Flow Algorithm (TFM) 

TFM algorithm was developed by (Pilesjo & Hasan, 2014) and it is one of the several algorithms 

developed in order to overcome the limitation of SFD methods. TFM is based on multiple flow 

distribution allowing overland flow to all lower cells surrounding a centre cell. TFM algorithm 

models movement of water over a grid cell before flow direction assignment between one cell and 

its neighbours is estimated. This is done by dividing each grid cell into eight local triangular facets 
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(Pilesjo & Hasan, 2014). According to Pilesjö and Hasan (2014), the 8 planar triangular facets are 

created using midpoints of the centre cell and midpoints of two adjacent cells. The centre cell is 

finally represented by 8 triangular facets whose area is 1/8 of the cell size as shown in Figure 5 

below.  

 

 

Figure 5 Illustration of subdivision of a centre cell into 8 triangular facets in Triangular Form based 

Multiple flow Direction (TFM) algorithm, denoted 1 – 8. Source: (Pilesjo & Hasan, 2014). The figure is 

reprinted with permission from (Piljesjö & Hasan 2014). 

 

There are four possible ways of water movement from a facet denoted as follows: 

1. Stay, if all water from a facet is directed to a neighbouring cell and happens (aspect = 0-45). 

2. Move, if water from a facet is directed to only one facet (aspect = 90-180 or 225-270). 

3. Internal split, if the flow between two facets is towards each other (aspect =180-225).  

4. Split, if part of flow from a facet is to another facet and part to adjacent cell (aspect = 45-90). 

These possible ways of water movement is illustrated in Figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6 Different ways of water flowing from a facet at different aspects. 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent stay, 

move, internal split and split respectively. Source: (Pilesjo & Hasan, 2014). The figure is reprinted with 

permission from (Piljesjö & Hasan 2014).  

 

 

2.6 Watershed modelling in urban areas 

 

Automatic delineation of sub-catchments and their respective pour points cannot be used for 

modelling watersheds in urban areas.  This is because in urban areas the location of street inlets 

has to be known accurately and used as pour points for delineating the sub-catchment boundaries 

(Kunapo, et al., 2007). For this reason, the DEM derived from LIDAR data could not offer an 

immediate use for sub-catchment delineation. Therefore, appropriate spatial data integration is 

required in the terrain processing to embed storm water drainage flow in urban catchment. Sub-

catchments derived using street inlet points and DEM will represent both the topography and the 

existing drainage network (Kunapo, et al., 2007).  Watershed tool in ArcGIS spatial analyst meets 

this objective. Batch watershed delineation found in Arc Hydro tools can also be used, in both cases 

street inlet points must be specified as pour points in order to delineate their respective sub 

catchments.  
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3. Data and Software Used 

3.1 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 

 

A 2m resolution DEM data was provided by Lomma municipality covering a larger area as shown 

in Figure 7.  Information regarding how the DEM was produced is documented in the Metadata 

PDF file that is attached with the LIDAR data describing the data acquisition, preparation and 

calibration procedures. Laser Scanning was performed by Blom Geomatics AS on 2008-04-29 and 

2008-05-06. Lantmäteriet Metria performed signalling and measurement of the control surfaces 

and terrain profiles. Other processing took place at Blom Sweden's office in Sollentuna. Sensor 

specifications and data capture parameters are as shown in the Table 1 below.  

 

Table 1 Sensor specifications and data capture parameters during the development of the DEM. 

Item Specification 

System (Sensor) Optech ALTM Gemini 

Altitude 1100 m 

Laser Pulse Frequency 100,000 Hz 

Scanning frequency 43 Hz 

String Width 900 m 

Point Density  1.5 pt./m2 

Aircraft’s GPS positioning + INS 

  

Average dz is +0004 m.  

Statistics by height alignment: square error of 0.098m and standard deviation 0.098m. 

The DEM was delivered to Lomma Municipality in reference SWEREF99_13_30 / RH2000 in 

DEM grid ArcMap raster. SWEREF99_13_30 was used throughout this study because all vector 

data Section 3.3 received from Lomma Municipality has the same coordinate system. The DEM 

was clipped into the area of interest in ArcMap as shown in Figure 8 below. 
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Figure 7 Raw DEM data covering Lomma municipality with the study area marked in (Red line) and 

streams marked in (blue line). 
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Figure 8 DEM of the study area covering 6.31 km2. The DEM is made up of 2m X 2m resolution cells. 

The area with lowest elevation value (-3.22m) marked in red circle was used as a brickyard by AB Lomma 

Brick Factory in mid-1970s.  

 

3.2 Ortho photo 

 

A multispectral Ortho image of 1-meter resolution was received from Lantmäteriet in 

SWEREF99_TM coordinate system and was projected into SWEREF99_13_30 in ArcMap as 

shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Ortho photo of the study area. 

 

3.3 AutoCAD data 

 

AutoCAD data describing the existing drainage system of the study area including buildings, 

cadastre, lakes and location of street inlets was provided by Lomma municipality in 

SWREF99_13_30 coordinate system.  2338 street inlet points were used in the analysis. 

The AutoCAD data was converted into ArcGIS shape file in FME software. The data was clipped 

and imported to ArcMap and is presented in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10 AutoCAD data received from Lomma municipality including street inlets (Red points),  

cadastre (Green lines), steam (Dark Blue), and lakes (Sky Blue) provided by Lomma municipality in 

SWEREF99_13_00 coordinate system. 
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3.4 Precipitation data 

 

The existing drainage system of the study area is built by Swedish standard to cope with rainfall of 

10-year return period of 30 min duration. According to Bedient et.al, (1948), a return period is 

defined as an annual maximum event that has a return period (or recurrence interval) of T-year, if 

this value is equalled or exceeded once, on the average, every T-year. 10-year return rainfall for 

the study area is estimated according to the following. Firstly, 1-hour rainfall data record for period 

of 1995-2016 was downloaded from Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute website 

available at http://opendata-download-metobs.smhi.se/explore/  as shown in Figure 11. Since there 

is no meteorological station inside the study area, the closest meteorological station to the study 

area with 1-hour rainfall data i.e. (Malmö A), located at latitude 55.5714, longitude 13.0734 

(SWEREF_99 geodetic reference system) was chosen for data collection. Using this rainfall data, 

10-year return period rainfall was calculated using Hazen method (Urías, et al., 2007) in Excel 

spread sheet.  

 

Hazen method was chosen for probability analysis in this study based on the recommendation of 

(Bhavsar & Patel, 2015). Their research compares 5 empirical methods namely California method, 

Weibull method, Hazen method, Cbegodayev method and Blom method. All the empirical methods 

are similar in the technique they use for sorting rainfall data i.e. the given annual peak rainfall is 

arranged in descending order and rank is assigned to each rainfall, 1 being assigned for the highest 

rainfall. However, they differ in the formula that they use to calculate probability of occurrence. 

The formula used in Hazen method is as shown in Equation 2. For detailed description about the 

other empirical formulas refer a published research article by Bhavsar and Patel (2015), titled 

‘’Peak Flood Probability Analysis for Sabarmati River, Gandhinagar.’’. Result of their research 

shows that Hazen method gives the most probable peak discharge value and is therefore 

recommended for practical use in probability analysis.  

 

The calculated 10-year return rainfall in this study is 25.9 mm/hr as shown below. To check if this 

calculated value is reliable, it was compared with 10-year return rainfall of Lund and Burlovs. The 

10-year return rainfall of these location was calculated by Svenskt Vatten (Swedish Water Service 

Company). Accordingly, Lund and Burlovs have 10-year return rainfall of 25.704 mm/hr and 

http://opendata-download-metobs.smhi.se/explore/
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26.964 mm/hr respectively (VA Syd, 2012). Thus, the calculated 10-year return rainfall value for 

Lomma using Hazen method is considered reliable. In this study 10-year return period rainfall is 

used for analysis because the drainage system of the study area is built by Swedish standard to cope 

with rains of return period of 10 years (MSB, 2014).  

 

 

Figure 11 Showing 1-hour rainfall data for period of 1995 – 2016 downloaded from Swedish 

Meteorological and Hydrological Institute website (SMHI). Source: (Swedish Meteorological and 

Hydrological Institute). 

 

Hazen method for calculating 10-years return rainfall 

• Maximum rainfall of each year were identified by sorting the data in descending order. 

• Rank the sorted rainfall data, 1 being for the highest rainfall.  

• Calculate probability of occurrence (Fa) using Formula (2) 

                                             Fa = 100(2n-1) / 2y                                              (2) 

                                                Where n = the rank of each event 

y = total number of events 
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• Calculate return period using Formula (3) 

                  Return period = RP = 100/Fa                                                (3) 

 

Rainfall data sorting and development of 10-year return rainfall event using Hazen method is 

shown in Table 2 below.  

 

Table 2 Showing rainfall data sorting and development of 10-year return rainfall; the estimated 

10-year return rainfall of 1-hour duration is 25.9 mm (Red circle). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Software  

 

Software programmes that were used to store and analyse the collected data are the following 

ArcGIS 10.3, Arc Hydro, Matlab, FME, and Excel. 

Year Rainfall(mm) rank Fa 

Return 

Period 

2014 31.6 1 4.55 22 

2004 25.9 2 9.09 11 

2011 24.6 3 13.64 7 

2010 23.6 4 18.18 6 

2003 22.8 5 22.73 4 

2015 22.2 6 27.27 4 

2000 19.1 7 31.82 3 

2009 17.7 8 36.36 3 

2016 16.7 9 40.91 2 

1998 16.5 10 45.45 2 

2013 15.5 11 50.00 2 

2002 15 12 54.55 2 

1997 13.7 13 59.09 2 

1999 12.9 14 63.64 2 

2007 12.9 15 68.18 1 

2001 12 16 72.73 1 

1996 10.8 17 77.27 1 

2006 10.7 18 81.82 1 

2012 7.9 19 86.36 1 

2005 7.8 20 90.91 1 

2008 6.8 21 95.45 1 

1995 3 22 100.00 1 
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4. Methodology 

4.1 Model assumptions 

According to Djokic & Maidment (1991), there are three ways in which water in urban catchment 

flows (1) diffused overland flow (sheet flow to the nearest drainage inlet and gap flow in the 

location of each inlets) (2) Concentrated overland flow and (3) Concentrated flow in a man-made 

network system such as storm water collection. If analysis takes into account the three types of 

water movement, then it is referred as a gap flow (Argue, 1986). This type of detailed analysis is 

often performed by a consultant. In addition, it is outside of the scope of this study. Alternatively, 

it is possible to assume the following in order to include flow consumed by street inlets in urban 

environment: 

 

1. Street inlets intercept some of the flow from their respective catchments and the remaining 

flows over the surface until it reaches another inlet downstream. According to Brown et.al, 

(2009), street inlets are described as locations where water that was flowing over land is 

concentrated and transferred to the storm water drainage network. Figure 12 shows four 

types of street inlets. Due to lack of information regarding the flow interception capacity of 

the street inlets in Lomma, it has to be estimated according to the following. Firstly, the 

size of street inlets in the study area was measured and majority of them were found to be 

42 cm X 40 cm grate type inlets as shown in Figure 13. Then, the average longitudinal 

slope of streets in the study area was estimated in ArcMap. To do this, elevation and 

distance of two points along the streets in the DEM was taken then the longitudinal slope 

was calculated using Formula (4). 

 

                             Slope = (rise / distance) * 100                                          (4) 

 

Estimated average longitudinal slope is 0.04 m. This result is average longitudinal street 

slope of 15 calculations randomly taken in different parts inside the study area. Finally, this 

parameter was used to estimate interception capacity of inlets based on research publication 

by (Brown, et al., 2009). According to the published research, a 60 cm x 60 cm grate type 

street inlet constructed along streets with longitudinal slope between 4-6 percent can 
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consume 0.06 m3/sec Figure 14. In terms of area, a street inlet in Lomma is 50% less than 

that of 60 cm X 60 cm inlet from the chart thus, 50% of 0.063 m3 which is 0.035 m3 is 

assumed to be the flow interception capacity of street inlets in the study area.   

2. Precipitation over the entire study area is assumed to be same so that each grid cell receives 

the same amount of water.   

3. Infiltration capacity and other forms of losses are assumed to be zero for the study area. 

 

 

Figure 12 Four different types of inlets. Source: (Brown et al., 2009). The majority of street inlets in 

Lomma are 42 cm X 40 cm Grate type inlets.  
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Figure 13 Dimensions of grate type inlets in Lomma town (42 cm X 40 cm). 
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Figure 14 Comparison of inlet interception capacity vs slope of street. Source: (Brown, et al., 2009). The 

figure is reprinted with permission from (Brown, et al., 2009). 

 

According to Brown et al. (2009), in order compare the interception capacity of the four different 

type of inlets shown in the above Figure 12 two variables were fixed. The gutter flow was fixed to 

0.09 m3/s and cross slope of roads fixed to 3 %. But the longitudinal slope varied to 10 % as shown 

in Figure14 above. The conclusions drawn from the figure above was not directly transferred for 

use in this study. Instead, the parameters used in the study such as longitudinal slope and dimension 

of street inlets were first measured for Lomma then the chart was used to estimate capacity of street 

inlets interception capacity based on the measured information. 

4.2 Implementation of the models 

 

One of the objectives of this study is to evaluate extent of inundation generated by using two 

different flow direction algorithms to calculate flow accumulation from the catchment namely, 

the Deterministic eight-nodes (D8) algorithm and the Triangular Form Based Multiple Flow 

algorithm (TFM). 
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D8 algorithm allows the delineation of sub-watersheds areas by defining street inlet points as 

input pour points. Once sub-watershed areas are delineated then flow accumulation that can be 

generated from each sub-watershed can be calculated. In TFM algorithm this task is not possible 

because the flow direction output is a matrix of 8 files and cannot be used as input for sub-

watershed delineation. Thus, two different approaches were applied for each algorithm according 

to the following. 

 

In D8 method flow accumulation was calculated for each sub-watershed then street inlet’s flow 

interception effect was included in the analysis. To do this, first the capacity of the street inlets to 

intercept flow per unit time was estimated. Then, this information was used to prepare a weight 

raster for later use as input weight to run flow accumulation with weight. In TFM algorithm on 

the other hand this was done differently. First, sinks were created on the DEM at locations of 

street inlets and the DEM with sinks was then used as input to run TFM algorithm in MATLAB 

software. The flow accumulation values at the sink cells were extracted and used to prepare a 

weight raster for later use as input weight to run flow accumulation with a different flow 

accumulation tool that can operate with negative weights. Input data such as DEM, street inlet 

points, building polygons utilized to develop the two models remain the same. The general steps 

that were taken in each approach is as shown in Figure 15 below with orange and grey colours 

representing D8 and TFM method respectively.   
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Figure 15 Showing the general work flow for Deterministic eight-nodes (D8) algorithm method (Orange) 

and Triangular Form based Multiple Flow Direction (TFM) algorithm method (Blue). The input raw DEM 

is processed with ArcGIS functionality tools to develop primary hydrological attributes such as 

HydroDEM, Flow Direction and Flow Accumulation without inlets trapping effect. Finally, a weight 

raster is generated in order to account the effect of inlets flow trapping effect by using it as input to run 

flow accumulation with weight. 
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DEM pre-processing is the first step taken to create a hydrological correct DEM (HydroDEM) in 

both methods. Once HydroDEM is generated, the process then continues with assignment of flow 

direction and flow accumulation calculation. Finally, a weight raster was prepared to include the 

effect of street inlets flow interception effect into the analysis. This was done by running flow 

accumulation with weight using the output weight raster and flow direction as inputs. However, 

the way the above attributes were derived in both methods is different which will be described in 

more detail in the following sections. 

4.2.1 Generating hydrologically correct DEM 

DEM pre-processing is done to create hydrologically correct DEM (HydroDEM) from which 

primary DEM derivatives such as flow direction and flow accumulation can be generated. DEM 

manipulation tools found in (Arc Hydro tools/Terrain pre-processing) such as Fill Sink, Build 

Walls, and Fill walled DEM were used for creating HydroDEM in both methods.  

 

DEM pre-processing process in D8 method begins with filling the spurious sinks present in the 

original LIDAR DEM and output raster HydroDEM is generated in this step. However, the study 

area is urban and the generated HydroDEM does not have elevation of buildings. Thus, this output 

HydroDEM cannot be used to calculate flow direction. Therefore, elevation of buildings present in 

the study area was raised by creating walls at the boundary of building polygons using (Arc Hydro 

tools). Building polygons representing the building inside the study area were used as input to 

create walls. The area bound by the walls was then filled so that they will not be considered as sink 

(Arc Hydro tools). Output raster HydroDEM with elevation of building raised is presented in 

Figure 16. Flow direction assignment, flow accumulation calculation and sub-watershed 

delineation in D8 method is based on this HydroDEM.  
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Figure 16 HydroDEM prepared by creating walls around the building polygons and filling the area bound 

by the walls in Arc Hydro Tools. This HydroDEM was used as input to calculated flow direction using the 

Deterministic eight-nodes flow algorithm (D8) in Arc Hydro tools.  
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In TFM method, flow direction assignment and flow accumulation calculation is performed in 

Matlab software. Sub-watershed delineation with defined pour points (in this case street inlets) is 

not possible in TFM. Therefore, a different approach was applied to develop HydrDEM as follows. 

Firstly, a 2 m X 2 m sink structures were created on the DEM at exactly the same location of the 

street inlets in the study area as follows. 

 

• Add field in the attribute table of street inlets layer (field named elevation). 

• Elevation value for sinks cells was assigned to be (-50 m) 

• Convert the point layer to raster layer and use the elevation field to assign values to the 

output raster. Choose resolution and coordinate system to be the same as the original DEM. 

• Convert the DEM raster to point. 

• Extract values from output in step 1 to DEM points. 

• Convert the output to raster again. 

• Merge raster from step 1 and 2 and choose the mosaic operator option to be sum.  

 

The output raster DEM with sinks cell of the study area is presented in Figure 17 below. In order 

to visualise the sink cells better a more detailed figure is composed by zooming in on some part 

of the study area as shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 17 DEM with sink structures created on it (Grey dots) at exactly the same locations of street inlet 

points. 
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Figure 18 Detail showing sink structures zoomed in (Light blue dots) and cadastre (white lines). 

 

Once sink structures are created then spurious sinks present in the DEM were filled. The created 

sink structures however were not filled because they are considered as real sinks. This was done 

by specifying a threshold value of 5 meters. Figure 19 shows the output HydroDEM generated 

from DEM having sink cells representing street inlets in the study area. The next steps to build 

walls and fill the areas bound by the walls are the same as that of D8 method and therefore will be 

skipped here.  
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Figure 19 HydroDEM with sink cells unfilled and elevation of buildings raised during DEM pre-

processing step.  Walls were created around the building polygons and the area bound by the walls was 

filled in Arc Hydro Tools. This output was converted to ASCII format in order to use it as input DEM to 

run TFM algorithm in Matlab. 

 

4.2.2 Flow direction 

Once HydroDEM is created for both methods, the next step is to use it as input for flow direction 

assignment. in D8 method flow direction assignment was performed in ArcHydro tools. The output 

flow direction raster is presented in Figure 20 below and it was used as input to calculate flow 

accumulation. In TFM method, flow direction and flow accumulation were computed in Matlab. 
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To do this, the HydroDEM has to be converted into ASCI format (conversion tools/ArcMap). The 

output ASCII raster is then used as input to run TFM algorithm in Matlab software.  Flow direction 

output generated from TFM algorithm in Matlab is a result of 8 matrix (8 files) showing drainage 

paths from each cell to 8 possible directions. 

 

   

Figure 20 Flow direction raster generated by Deterministic eight-nodes (D8) flow routing algorithm in 

Arc Hydro Tools. 
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4.2.3 Preparation of weighted raster  

Two different approaches were used to prepare weight raster in D8 and TFM methods as follows.  

In D8 method, first sub-watersheds were delineated using street inlets as pour points and flow 

direction raster as an input in ArcMap as shown in Figure 21. To visualize the sub-watershed 

polygons with more detail Figure 22 was prepared by zooming in some part of the study area.  

 

 

Figure 21 Sub-watershed polygons (Black lines) contributing flow to each street inlets. Street inlet points 

were used as input pour points during the process in ArcGIS.  
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Figure 22 Detail of the study area showing sub-watershed polygons (blue lines) overlaid with Ortho 

photo, with street inlets as pour points marked in (Red points). 

 

The area of each sub-watershed was computed in the attribute table and volume of flow generated 

from these sub-catchments was calculated by dividing the sub-catchment area to the area of a single 

cell which is 4 m2. Flow consumption capacity of street inlets is calculated as follows. From 

Section 4.1 above, flow intercepting capacity per unit time of street inlets was estimated to be 

0.035 m3/sec which is equal to 108 m3/hr. Calculated 10-year return rainfall is 26 mm or 0.026 m. 

Multiplying 0.026 m by the area of a single cell (4m2) results 0.104 m3. This represents volume of 

water that will be accumulated a single cell during a rainfall of 1-hour duration and 10-year return 

period. Furthermore, dividing 108 m3 by 0.104 m3 is 1038, which represents accumulated flow in 

cell units that is equal to the capacity street inlet to intercept flow in an hour. Thus, 1038 cell units 

is reduced from flow accumulation generated by all sub-watersheds.  
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After reduction the result can be either of the following (1) If result is positive, then it indicates 

that the inlet which is located in that sub-watershed has a flow interception capacity less that the 

accumulated flow to it therefore it will flood. All cells within the sub-watershed will have a weight 

value which is equal to a proportion of water to be removed to the total volume of water 

accumulated from the sub-watershed. The excess water continues to flow as surface runoff 

downslope until it reaches another inlet downstream. (2) If the result is negative value or zero, then 

it indicates that the draining capacity of the inlet is higher than or equal to the accumulated flow 

from its sub-watershed. Therefore, all flow accumulated to the inlet will be totally consumed by it, 

and no runoff will be generated from that sub-watershed. All cells within such sub-watershed will 

get a weight value of zero. The field that contains the calculated weight values in the sub-watershed 

polygons layer was then rasterized. The output raster contains Nodata values. These are cells which 

do not flow to any of the delineated sub-watersheds.  Flow from these cells do not reach any of the 

street inlets thus it will not be intercepted. Due to this reason, these cells are assigned a weight 

value of 1. The resulted weighted raster showing weight values of cells is presented in Figure 23 

below. 
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Figure 23 Output weight raster with weight values ranging from 0 – 1. Cells that do not belong to a sub-

watershed have a weight value of 1 and all cells within a sub-watershed have the same weight value. It is 

used as input weight to calculate flow accumulation calculation with inlets trapping effect. 

 

In TFM method, flow accumulation values at sinks cells were extracted and used to prepare weight 

raster (Spatial Analyst tools). To do this, polygons created by 1-meter buffer around street inlet 

points were used as input zones and maximum value statistical type was selected for this operation. 

In the next step, flow interception capacity of street inlets (1038 cell units) was reduced from the 

extracted flow accumulation values at sink cells. The field containing result of this operation was 

rasterized and used as weight raster for later use as input to run weighted flow accumulation. Figure 

24 shows weight raster developed in TFM method.  
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Figure 24 Weight raster created by extracting flow accumulation values at sink cells using Zonal Statistics 

tool in ArcGIS. 
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5. Results 

In this section flow accumulation results with and without the effect of inlets flow interception is 

included in the analysis is presented for both D8 and TFM methods. The unit of flow 

accumulation values is converted from cell units into cubic meters. This was done by multiplying 

each flow accumulation output having value in cell units by the amount of water in cubic meters 

that is accumulated in a single cell which is 0.104 m3 (Ref Section 4.2.3). In addition, excess 

overland flow as well as number and location of street inlets identified with flooding incident 

from both methods is also presented in this section. 

5.1 D8 method 

5.1.1 Flow accumulation results without street inlets trapping effect 

Flow accumulation calculation was performed in Arc Hydro tools as shown in Figure 25. The 

maximum and minimum flow accumulated value is 550490 and 0 cell units respectively. In D8 

method cells that do not have any upstream cells draining into them are assigned zero flow 

accumulation. However, in reality these cells receive water from the rain and they accumulate flow 

of 1 cell unit and contribute this flow by draining to cell downstream therefore it has to be 

accounted in the analysis. To do this, flow accumulation was calculated from the area of each sub-

watersheds in the attribute table of the sub-watersheds by dividing the area of sub-watershed to 

area of a single cell.  The output flow accumulation is presented in Figure 26, maximum and 

minimum accumulated flow from sub-watershed is 118373 and 1 respectively. 
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Figure 25 Flow accumulation before street inlets flow interception effect is include in the analysis.  
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Figure 26 Flow accumulation generated from sub-watersheds in Deterministic eight-nodes (D8) method. 

Flow accumulation is calculated by dividing the area of sub-watershed to the area of a cell in the DEM. 

 

5.1.2 Flow accumulation result with street inlets trapping effect 

Flow accumulation with weight was performed using Flow Accumulation tool in ArcMap and the 

weight raster prepared in Section 4.2.3 and flow direction prepared in Section 4.2.2 as input. Result 

of the step is presented in Figure 27.  
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Figure 27 Flow accumulation result with street inlets flow interception effect (Weighted flow 

accumulation). Flow direction and weight raster generated in Figure 20 and 23 respectively were used as 

inputs. 

 

5.2 TFM method 

 

5.2.1 Flow accumulation result without street inlets trapping effect 

Flow accumulation result generated using TFM algorithm from 8 triangular facets constructed by 

the algorithm is presented in Figure 28.  In order to calculate flow accumulation from a 2m X 2m 

cells, the output was divided by 8. The output of this operation is presented in Figure 29.  
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Figure 28 Flow accumulation result calculated by running TFM algorithm in Matlab. The effect of street 

inlets flow interception is not included. The values represent accumulation of flow from the triangular 

facets created by the algorithm.  
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Figure 29 Flow accumulation result from 2m X 2m cell size calculated by dividing the flow accumulation 

output in Figure 28 above by 8.  
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5.2.2 Flow accumulation result with street inlets trapping effect  

In TFM method calculation of flow accumulation with weight was performed with a different tool. 

The tool was developed by Dilts (2015) and it can be added to the Arc Toolbox / ArcGIS.  Figure 

30 below shows weighted flow accumulation result that was generated after street inlet’s flow 

interception is taken into account.  

 

 

Figure 30 Flow accumulation result with street inlets flow interception effect (weighted flow 

accumulation). Flow direction and weight raster in Figure 20 and 24 respectively were used as inputs. 
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5.3 Flooding incident at location of street inlets 

 

The locations of street inlets where flooding is expected to occur were identified from the weighted 

flow accumulation raster outputs of both D8 and TFM methods. To do this, once the amount of 

flow that is consumed by street inlets is reduce then standard query language (SQL) was used. 

 

In D8 method, flow interception capacity of street inlets is subtracted from flow accumulation 

generated by each sub-watershed. After the reduction all positive results were selected using SQL. 

Positive result after reduction indicate flooding because it tells that inlet which corresponds to that 

sub-watershed has flow interception capacity that is lower than the flow accumulated to it.  

 

In TFM method, since flow accumulation is calculated at sink cells that represent the street inlets, 

the reduction is directly from the extracted flow accumulation values at sink cell. The identified 

number of flooded inlets in D8 and TFM methods is 202 and 80 respectively. The total number of 

street inlets included in the analysis of this study is 2338. Figure 31 and Figure 32 below show 

the location of all street inlets with potential flooding incidents for D8 and TFM methods 

respectively.  
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Figure 31 Location of flooding incident at 202 street inlets (Red points) overlaid with Ortho photo in  

Deterministic eight-nodes (D8)  method.  
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Figure 32 Location of flooding incident at 80 street inlets (Red points) overlaid with Ortho photo in  

Triangular Form based Multiple Flow Direction (TFM) method.  
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5.4 Excess overland flow path inside the study area 

 

To extract excess overland flow path, a threshold value of 5000 was specified in both methods. In 

other words, streams having flow accumulation value of 5000 or less are considered as low 

potential to cause significant flooding, therefore were ignored during the overland flow path 

extraction process.  Figure 33 and Figure 34 below show excess overland flow above the threshold 

value generated from D8 and TFM method respectively.  

 

 

Figure 33 Excess overland flow path in the study area generated by Deterministic eight-nodes (D8) 

method.  The blue lines represent excess flow when a threshold value of 5000 is used. 
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Figure 34 Excess overland flow path generated by Triangular Form based Multiple Flow Direction (TFM) 

method. The result shows less excess flow path compared to excess overland flow resulted from 

Deterministic eight-nodes (D8) method in Figure 33 above using the same threshold value (5000).  
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Summary of results from D8 and TFM methods 

 

Summary of the results derived by D8 and TFM methods is presented in Table 3.  

 

Table 3 Showing summary of results on flow accumulation (with and without inlets flow trapping effect) 

and the number of identified flooding incidents at street inlets that are generated when Deterministic eight-

nodes (D8) and Triangular Form based Multiple Flow Direction (TFM) algorisms are used as a flow 

routing methods on the DEM. 

Result D8 method TFM method 

 No inlet 

trap effect 

 

With inlet 

trap effect 

 

No inlet’s 

trap effect 

 

With inlet 

trap effect 

Flow  accumulation from the 

whole catchment  (m3) 

57,271 33,316 45,028 10,893 

Max accumulated flow in a 

street inlet (m3) 

12,311 4,311 

Flooded street inlets  202 80 

 

Although the study area’s coverage, input data used, precipitation data (10-year return rainfall) and 

the model assumptions described in Section 4.1 are the same in D8 and TFM methods, the results 

generated by the two models are different as shown in the summary Table 3 above. Maximum flow 

accumulation value before including the flow that is intercepted by street inlets into the analysis is 

52,271 m3 and 45,028 m3 in D8 and TFM methods respectively. This difference is due to the two 

algorithms ability to represent dispersion of overland flow on the terrain slope. Explained further, 

D8 algorithm is non dispersive i.e. each grid cell in the DEM contributes 100% of its accumulated 

flow to only one downstream neighbouring cell. TFM algorithm on the other hand is dispersive 

and each grid cell in TFM algorithm is divided into 8 triangular facet as mentioned in Section 2.5.2. 

Depending on the direction of flow assigned to the facets, the water contained in them is directed 

to more than one adjacent cells that can terminate in different outlets entirely. Especially those 
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facets which are located at a boundary of sub-watersheds can be directed to the two adjacent sub-

watersheds. Due to this, flow accumulation values at sink cells that can be generated fb yD8 and 

TFM method is different. Accordingly, the number of street inlets with potential flooding incident 

identified by the two methods is also affected which is 202 and 80 flooded inlets in D8 and TFM 

methods respectively.  

 

Flow accumulation values with inlets trapping effect included in the analysis is 33,316 m3 and 

10,893 m3 for D8 and TFM respectively. According to experiment made in a published research 

by Petter and Hasan. ‘’A Triangular Form Based Algorithm to Estimate Overland Flow 

Distribution and Accumulation on a Digital Elevation Model.’’ Transaction in GIS 18(1) (2014): 

108-124, TFM algorithm generates more accurate results of overland flow distribution and 

accumulation compared to other eight algorithms including D8 algorithm. Based on the conclusion 

of their research, it is suggested that the results generated by TFM method in this study are 

considered more reliable than that of D8 method. However, important assumptions were made in 

Section 4.1 regarding processes such as infiltration and other forms of losses like evaporation and 

interception. In this study the three processes are assumed to be zero. Considering the duration of 

rainfall used for analysis in this study which is 1-hour, evaporation and interception are 

insignificant. However, infiltration loss is important and might significantly affect the results 

depending on area coverage in percentage of pervious and impervious surfaces in the area, thus it 

is interesting to quantify and include infiltration parameter in the analysis in order to investigate 

more accurately whether the existing drainage system in the study area has satisfactory conveyance 

capacity. To do this, soil analysis and land use classification needs to be performed and once 

infiltration loss is quantified then it can be incorporated into the weight raster preparation described 

in Section 4.2.3. Excess overland flow extraction is done based on a flow accumulation threshold 

value which is determined by the user. In this study threshold value 5000 for excess overland flow 

path extraction. Therefore, flow accumulation value above the threshold value is considered as 

flow that has a potential of generating a significant flooding.  

 

6.2 Effect of building walls on flow direction and flow accumulation results 
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The key parameter when performing urban flood modelling is flow direction. This is why it is very 

essential to pre-process the DEM before extracting flow direction from it. Flow direction 

assignment and flow accumulation calculation extracted before raising elevation of buildings by 

creating walls at boundaries of building polygon is as shown in Figure 35 below. It can be seen 

from the figure that streams (blue lines) crossing the buildings (red lines). This overland flow path 

does not represent reality. However, after building walls around the building polygons and filling 

the area bound by the walls in Arc Hydro tools, the derived flow direction and overland flow path 

become realistic as shown in Figure 36.   

 

 

Figure 35 Illustration of incorrect stream network path (blue lines). The streams are crossing the buildings 

(Red polygons) due to the absence of elevation of building on the DEM that is used to generate 

HydroDEM and flow direction assignment. 
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Figure 36 Illustration of corrected overland flow path (blue lines). Elevation of buildings was modified on 

the DEM during DEM pre-processing steps using Arc Hydro Tools. HydroDEM generation and flow 

accumulation calculation was based on the modified DEM. 

 

6.3 The main challenges faced during development of the models 

 

In this section the challenges that were faced during the development of D8 and TFM method will 

be explained. 

 

 The main challenge in D8 method is related to the limitation of the flow accumulation tool in 

ArcGIS. The tool works only when cells have positive values and it treats negative values as zero 

by default. Therefore, the reduction of losses such as flow consumption by street inlets by assigning 

negative weight value is impossible. To overcome this challenge, a portion of the water received 

by each cell is reduced so that the cumulative water reduced from all the cells inside a particular 

sub-water is equal to the flow interception capacity of its pour point inlet during 1-hour rainfall of 

10-year return period. This was done by assigning the cells a weight value ranging between 0 – 1 

as explained in Section 4.2.3. 

 

The challenge faced in TFM method is due to (1) flow direction output that is derived by running 

TFM algorithm is matrix of 8 files (not a single raster), which cannot be used as input to run weight 
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flow accumulation (2) sub-watershed areas delineation using all of the street inlets as pour points 

cannot be performed in TFM algorithm. It is obvious that with the lack of these two inputs, flow 

accumulation tool in ArcGIS cannot be used as it was done in D8 method. Therefore, a different 

flow accumulation tool that can accommodate negative values described in Section 5.2.2 Unlike 

flow accumulation tool in ArcGIS, this tool allows cell to be assigned negative weight value. 

However, the limitation of this tool is that when a sink cell receives flow accumulation which is 

less than its flow interception capacity then the tool assigns the negative difference as accumulated 

flow to the cell. In this case, since all the flow accumulated into the sink cell will be consumed by 

the sink cell, the tool should assign zero flow accumulation at these cells instead. The cell which 

is located downstream of the sink cell will then get flow accumulation from all cells draining to it 

from other directions. To overcome this, flow accumulation values at sink cells were extracted then 

inlets flow interception was subtracted. This operation was done in the attribute table of the 

extracted values. The field containing the result of this operation is then rasterized to be used as 

weight for sink cells. Other cells in the DEM were assigned a weight value of zero.  

 

 

 

6.4 Visual comparison of results with other research. 

 

The key research question in this study is whether a simplified GIS-based urban flood modelling 

approach produces a reasonable outcome. Thus, the excess overland flow derived by D8 method 

in this study is visually compared to inundated areas derived from 2D modelling using HEC-RAS 

model, a research conducted by Betsholtz and Nordlöf. (2017) as shown in Figure 37. The location 

and coverage of the study area is the same in both studies.  However, it is important to note that 

the D8 model developed in this study is a static model and do not include time factor in the analysis. 

HEC-RAS model on the other hand is dynamic and the result presented below is generated after 2-

hour simulation time. With such differences it is not possible to make quantitative comparison of 

the results of both studies. However, visual observation of inundated areas derived by the two 

studies show a significant similarity. Especially results derived by 6m (red) computational mesh in 

HEC-RAS model and excess overland flow derived by D8 method in this study (right). This visual 

comparison shows simplified GIS-based urban flood modelling approach can produce reasonable 
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result. However, for future investigation using the developed models it is recommended that the 

limitations of this study be quantified and included in the analysis. The limitation of this study are 

as listed in the next Section 6.5 below.    

  

 

Figure 37 Visual comparison of flood inundated areas by D8 method in this study (right) and HEC-RAS 

model (left) after 2 hours of simulation (Source: Betsholtz and Nordlöf, 2017).  

 

6.5 Limitations  

 

There are two key limitations encountered in this study  

• Due to the lack of information regarding the actual capacity of street inlets it has to be 

estimated as described in Section 5.  

• Infiltration and other forms of losses are assumed to be zero, thus were not included in the 

analysis.  
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations. 

In this research two simplified GIS-based flood models were developed to perform flood modelling 

in Lomma. The models were developed using two different flow direction algorithms namely, the 

SFD deterministic eight-node algorithm (D8) and the MFD Triangular Form Based Multiple Flow 

Algorithm (TFM). Visual comparison of inundation extent derived in this study with other 

researches for the same study area shows that the models developed in this study can produce 

reasonable outcomes.  The results show that excess flow accumulation generated (after street inlets 

interception capacity is include in the analysis) is 33,316 m3and 10,893 m3 using D8 and TFM 

method respectively. Flooding incident at location of street inlets is 202 and 80 inlets in D8 and 

TFM method respectively. This difference is explained by the two algorithms ability to represent 

dispersion of overland flow on the terrain slope. TFM algorithm represents overland flow more 

accurately than D8 algorithm. This is because TFM algorithm divides a cell into 8 triangular facets 

and models movement of water within a cell before distributing it to one or more of the eight 

neighbouring cells. Thus, the model developed using TFM algorithm is considered to be more 

reliable. This study also shows the results that can be generated from GIS-based approach urban 

flood modelling are different depending on whether single flow direction algorithm D8 or multiple 

flow algorithm TFM is used to estimate overland flow distribution and flow accumulation of the 

area under investigation. Assuming infiltration and other form of losses to be zero, the results 

indicated inundation in some part of the area, however it is recommended that infiltration loss is 

quantified and included in the analysis before a conclusion can be made regarding the existing 

drainage system capacity to covey a 10-year return rainfall event of 1-hour duration.  
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